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Executive Summary

• This report describes the results of a visitor study at Colonial National Historical
Park conducted during the weeks of July 12-18 and October 11-17, 1987.
Questionnaires were given to 2212 visitor groups and 817 were returned, a
37% response rate.

• The survey provides a profile of the people who visited Colonial.  Their general
comments about the park are found in Volume 2 of the report and this volume
has a summary of their comments.

• Visitors were most likely to be in family groups of two to four people.  Most
visitors were making their first visit to Colonial.  The majority of visitors came from
Virginia and Pennsylvania.

• Most visitors stayed two to four hours.  Viewing the outdoor and indoor
exhibits, viewing films/audio-visual programs, going on self-guided walks and
shopping in the bookstore were the most common activities.

• The sites that received the greatest use (in order) were the Jamestown Visitor
Center, the Colonial Parkway and the Jamestown Historic Townsite.

• Approximately ten percent of the visitor groups visiting Colonial were
associated with someone from a southeast Virginia U.S. Armed Forces station.

• Visitors indicated that they visited several Williamsburg area attractions, the
most common being Colonial Williamsburg, the Williamsburg Pottery Factory
and the Jamestown Festival Park.

• Few of the visitor groups found it difficult to locate Colonial National Historical
Park.

• Seasonal variations were found between visitor groups.  Fall visitors came in
smaller groups compared to Summer visitors.  Fall visitors were commonly over
the age of 55, Summer visitors commonly consisted of children and adults aged
36-45.  A higher proportion of Summer visitor groups participated in the ranger-
led programs.  A higher proportion of Fall visitor groups watched films/audio-
visual programs.  A higher proportion of Fall visitor groups stopped at York
Town and at the Yorktown Battlefield Drive.  A higher proportion of Summer
visitor groups stopped at the Jamestown Loop Drive, Jamestown Glasshouse
and Jamestown Historic Townsite.

• Visitors made many additional comments about their visit to the park.
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of a visitor mapping study undertaken at

Colonial National Historical Park (referred to as 'Colonial').  The study was conducted

during the weeks of July 12-18 and October 11-17, 1987 by the Cooperative Park

Studies Unit at the University of Idaho, as a part of its Visitor Services Project.  A list

of Visitor Services Project publications is included on the inside back cover of this

report.

After this Introduction, the Methods are presented, along with limitations to the

study.  The Results for each season follow.  Seasonal differences are then

discussed, highlighting the significant variations between Summer and Fall visitor

groups.  Summaries of visitor comments for both seasons are also presented.

Next, a Menu for Further Analysis is provided to help managers in requesting

additional analyses.  Finally, Appendix A contains the questionnaire used.  Volume

2 of this report contains comments made by visitors who returned the

questionnaires.

Many of the graphs in this report are like the example on the following page.

The large numbers refer to explanations below the graph.
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Introduction (continued)

SAMPLE  ONLY
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1:  The figure title provides a general description of the information contained in the
graph and indicates which season the data represent.

2:  A note above gives the 'N', or number of cases in the sample, and a specific
description of the information in the chart.

3:  The vertical information describes categories.

4:  The horizontal information shows the number of items that fall into each category.
Proportions are shown in some graphs.

5:  In most graphs, percentages are included to provide additional explanation.
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METHODS

                                                                                 General strategy

Questionnaires were distributed to a sample of randomly selected visitors

entering Colonial during the two study periods of July 12-18 and October 11-17,

1987.  Visitors completed the questionnaire during their trip and then returned it by

mail.  Returned questionnaires were analyzed and this report developed.

Questionnaire design

The questionnaire asked visitors to record where they went, what they did

and whether they were associated with a U.S. Armed Forces station in southeastern

Virginia (see Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire).  The questionnaire

followed the standard format used in previous Visitor Services Project studies.

Visitors also responded about the other attractions that they visited, why they came

to Colonial, and if it was difficult to find the park, how to simplify locating it.  Space

was provided for respondents' comments.

Sampling

Visitors to Jamestown were randomly contacted at the entrance station from

8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.  The visitors to Yorktown1 were contacted at two parking areas

each day for four hours, based upon randomly chosen starting times.  Sampling

consisted of approaching vehicles based upon

                                    
1   Visitor group contacts were limited to those groups that had
stopped at the Yorktown Visitor Center.
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Sampling (continued)

different preselected intervals for both Jamestown and Yorktown.

The sample size was based upon 1986 visitor counts, the park's operating

hours and staff availability.  A total of 2212 questionnaires were distributed, 1232

during the summer and 980 during the fall.

Questionnaire administration

During each day's sampling period, interviewers would approach the

occupants of each selected vehicle.  Visitor groups were greeted, briefly introduced

to the purpose of the study, and asked to participate.  If they consented, further

instructions were given.  One adult member of the group was asked to complete the

questionnnaire.

Data analysis

A cut-off date was established for incoming questionnaires approximately ten

weeks after distribution.  Questionnaires received within this period were coded and

entered into a computer.  Frequency distributions and cross-tabulations were

calculated using a standard statistical software package.  Respondents' comments

were summarized and are included in the Results, with copies of the comments

provided in Volume 2 of this report.

Sample size, missing data and reporting errors

Most of the information was collected on visitor groups, and some on

individual group members.  Therefore, the 'N', or number in the sample, varies from

figure to figure.  For example, Figure 1.1 shows information from
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Sample size, missing data and reporting errors (continued)

437 respondents representing visitor groups, while Figure 1.3 shows information on

1404 individuals.  Each figure contains a note above the graph that specifies which

information it illustrates.

Occasionally, a respondent may not have answered all of the questions in the

questionnaire, or may have answered some incorrectly.  Unanswered questions

create missing data and cause the number in the sample to vary from figure to figure.

For example, although 439 summer questionnaires were returned, Figure 1.1 only

shows data for 437 respondents.

Questions answered incorrectly due to carelessness, misunderstanding

directions, and so forth, turn up in the data as reporting errors.  These create  small

data inconsistencies.  For example, it is possible that some of the visitors' activities

occurred outside of the park - they may not have understood to report only those

activities done within the park.

Limitations

Like all surveys, this study has limitations which should be taken into account

when interpreting the results.

1.  All visitors were asked to record sites visited and activities, however, it is

not possible to know whether their responses reflect actual behavior.  This

disadvantage is applicable to all such studies and is reduced by having visitors fill

out the questionnaire as they visit the park.
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Limitations (continued)

2.  The data reflect the use patterns of visitors during the designated study

periods.  The results do not necessarily apply to visitors using the park during

different times of the year.

3.  Data are not collected on non-respondents.  Thus, it is not known if visitors

who returned their questionnaires differ from those who did not.
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RESULTS: SUMMER

A. Visitors contacted

One thousand, two hundred and thirty-six visitor groups were contacted

during the summer study period.  One thousand, two hundred and thirty-two visitor

groups agreed to participate.  Thus, the acceptance rate was 99.7%.  Four hundred

and thirty-nine visitor groups completed and returned their questionnaires, a 36%

response rate.  The 99.7% acceptance rate is higher than the average acceptance

rate of previous visitor mapping studies (97%).  The summer response rate at

Colonial (36%) was lower than the average response rate for previous visitor

mapping studies (41%).

B. Visitor characteristics

Figure 1.1 shows Summer visitor group sizes, which ranged from one to 30

people.  The most common group size was two people.  Nearly four-fifths of the

visitors came in family groups, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.3 shows that there was a wide range of age groups represented;

the most common were children and middle-aged adults.  For 69% of the visitors,

this was their first visit to Colonial.

Map 1.1 shows that most U.S. visitors originated from the states around

Colonial (i.e. Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania). Three percent of all visitors were

from foreign countries (see  Map 1.2 and  Table 1.1).
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)
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Figure 1.1: Summer visitor group sizes
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)
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Figure 1.3: Summer visitor ages
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)

Table 1.1: Proportion of Summer visitors from foreign
countries

N=47 foreign visitors;

percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding.

___________________________________________
Country             Number of           % of foreign
                        individuals             visitors      

North America 23
  Canada 9

Europe 47
  England 4
  Germany 11
  Netherlands 7

Australia 11 23

Asia 11
  Korea 2
  Syria 3
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C. Visitor use of time

Figure 1.5 shows that many Summer visitor groups (20%) entered Colonial

from 10:00-11:00 a.m.  Figure 1.6 illustrates that most Summer visitor groups (64%)

stayed at Colonial for four hours or less, with a stay of three hours being common.

Sixteen percent of the visitors stayed for seven or more hours.
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C. Visitor use of time (continued)
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D. Visitor activities

Figure 1.7 shows the proportion of Summer visitor groups who engaged in

each activity during their visit.  The activities pursued by the majority of visitor groups

included viewing outdoor exhibits (94%) and indoor exhibits (92%), viewing

films/audio-visual programs (78%), going on a self-guided walk (69%) and

shopping in the bookstore (66%).  Participation was less common in activities such

as picnicking, participating in outdoor activities and 'others' (e.g. eating at restaurants).
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E. Visitor locations

Map 1.3 shows the proportion of Summer visitor groups that stopped at

each site.  The largest proportion of visitors stopped at the Jamestown Visitor

Center (77%), the Colonial Parkway (75%) and the Jamestown Historic Townsite

(72%).

Map 1.4 shows the proportion of Summer visitor groups who visited each

site first.  Forty-five percent of park visitors chose to make the Colonial Parkway their

first stop, while 17% chose either the Yorktown Visitor Center or the Jamestown

Glasshouse.

The order in which visitor groups stopped at sites during their visit is shown in

Figures 1.8 through 1.17.  Figure 1.8 shows visitor groups to the Colonial Parkway

commonly went there at the beginning of their visit.  Figures 1.9 and 1.10 show

visitor groups to York Town and the Yorktown Visitor Center stopped at both sites

throughout their visit.  However, visitor groups to the Yorktown Visitor Center

stopped there slightly earlier than later in their visit.  As shown in Figure 1.11, most of

the Moore House visitor groups stopped there in the early to middle part of their

visit.  Visitor groups to the Yorktown Battlefield Drive tended to go there earlier than

later in their visit (Figure 1.12).

Figure 1.13 shows visitor groups to the Jamestown Loop Drive chose to go

there mid-visit.  Figure 1.14 shows visitor groups to the Jamestown Visitor Center

stopped there more toward the early part of their visit.  Visitors to the Jamestown

Historic Townsite stopped there in the early to middle parts of their visit (Figure

1.15).
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

Figure 1.16 shows visitor groups to the Jamestown Glasshouse commonly

made it an early stop.  Figure 1.17 shows that visitor groups to Nelson House

tended to stop there more toward the earlier part of their visit.
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E. Visitor locations (continued)
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

York Town Visitor Center
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E. Visitor locations (continued)
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E. Visitor locations (continued)
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

Jamestown Glasshouse
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F. Special question 1: Armed Forces association (continued)

Table 1.2: United States Armed Forces stations in the Colonial National
Historical Park region with which Summer visitor groups

                                    were associated                                                    

  1. Fort Monroe
  2. Dover AFB
  3. Pentagon, Washington, D.C.
  4. Fort Story
  5. Henderson Hall HQMC
  6. 5th Coast Guard District Office, Portsmouth
  7. Fort Lee
  8. Oceana
  9. Virginia AFB
10. McGuire AFB
11. Dam Neck, Virginia Beach
12. USCG RTC 1
13. USS Eisenhower
14. USS Teddy Roosevelt
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G. Special question 2 (continued)

Table 1.3: Other attractions named by visitors to the Colonial National
Historical Park area:

N=278 Summer and Fall visitor groups;
percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding.

Attraction              Number of respondents    Percent (%) response

  1. Carter Grove Plantation 23 9
  2. NASA 17 7
  3. Norfolk Navy Base 13 5
  4. Water Country 13 5
  5. Busch Brewery 9 3
  6. Shirley Plantation 7 3
  7. Berkley Plantation 6 2
  8. Yorktown Visitor Center 5 2
  9. Monticello 5 2
10. Fort Monroe Army Base 5 2
11. Mariners' Museum 5 2
12. Jamestown 4 2
13. Soap and candle factory 4 2
14. Richmond 4 2
15. Norfolk waterside 4 2
16. James River ferry 4 2
17. Fort Eustis 4 2
18. Newport News boat tour 4 2
19. William and May College 4 2
20. City of Williamsburg 4 2
21. War Museum 4 2
22. Hampton Visitor Center 3 1
23. Newport News 3 1
24. Battlefield Drive 3 1
25. Glouchester 3 1
26. Yorktown Battlefield 3 1
27. Nag's Head, N.C. 3 1
28. Shopping outlets 3 1
29. Hampton roads 3 1
30.-116. Other attractions 106 41
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H. Special question 3: Difficulty locating Colonial

The survey asked Summer visitor groups if it was difficult to locate Colonial.

Four percent said that it was difficult to find the park.  Some of the suggestions given

for improving the park location process included increasing the visibility of the

signage along the route so that the Colonial Parkway could be found easily, and by

providing better information in brochures (e.g. including directional maps).
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RESULTS: FALL

A. Visitors contacted

Nine hundred and eighty visitor groups were contacted during the fall study

period.  Nine hundred and seventy-seven visitor groups agreed to participate.

Thus, the acceptance rate was 99.6%.  Three hundred and seventy-three visitor

groups completed and returned their questionnaires, a 38% response rate.  The

99.6% acceptance rate is higher than the average acceptance rate of previous visitor

mapping studies (97%).  The fall response rate at Colonial (38%) was lower than

the average response rate for previous visitor mapping studies (41%).

B. Visitor characteristics

Figure 2.1 shows Fall visitor group sizes, which ranged from one to 42

people.  The most common group size was two people (58%).  Over three-

quarters of the visitors came in family groups, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3 shows that there was a wide range of age groups represented;

the most common visitor age group consisted of adults over 50 years old (52%).

For 63% of the visitors, this was their first visit to Colonial.

Map 2.1 shows that the most common U.S. state origins of Colonial visitors

were Virginia and Pennsylvania. Six percent of all visitors were from foreign countries

(see  Map 2.2 and  Table 2.1).
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)

Figure 2.1: Fall visitor group size s
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)

Figure 2.3: Fall visitor ages
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B. Visitor characteristics (continued)

Table 2.1: Proportion of Fall visitors from foreign
countries

N=17 foreign visitors.

_____________________________________________
Country             Number of           % of foreign
                        individuals             visitors
_____________________________________________

North America 53
  Canada 9

Europe 47
  Germany 1
  Switzerland 1
  U.K. 6
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C. Visitor use of time

Figure 2.5 shows that Fall visitor groups commonly entered the park from

10:00a.m.-12:00 noon.  Figure 2.6 illustrates that most Fall visitor groups (59%)

stayed at Colonial for two to four hours, with a stay of three hours being the most

common.  Twenty-eight percent of the visitors stayed for six or more hours.
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C. Visitor use of time (continued)
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D. Visitor activities

Figure 2.7 shows the proportion of Fall visitor groups who engaged in each

activity during their visit.  The activities pursued by the majority of visitor groups

included viewing outdoor exhibits (95%) and indoor exhibits (92%), viewing

films/audio-visual programs (83%), going on a self-guided walk (71%) and

shopping in the bookstore (67%).  Participation was less common in activities such

as picnicking, participating in outdoor activities and other activities.
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E. Visitor locations

Map 2.3 shows the proportion of Fall visitor groups that stopped at each

site.  The largest proportion of visitor groups stopped at the Colonial Parkway

(71%) and the Jamestown Visitor Center (71%), with the Jamestown Historc

Townsite (66%) being the next most common destination.

Map 2.4 shows the proportion of Fall visitor groups who visited each site

first.  Forty-four percent of park visitor groups chose to go to the Colonial Parkway

first , while 37% chose to stop at the Yorktown Visitor Center first.

The order in which Fall visitor groups stopped at sites during their visit is

shown in Figures 2.8 through 2.16.  Figure 2.8 shows visitor groups to the Colonial

Parkway commonly went there at the beginning of their visit.  Figures 2.9 and 2.10

show visitor groups to York Town and the Yorktown Visitor Center stopped at both

sites throughout their visit, although slightly earlier than later for the Yorktown Visitor

Center.  As shown in Figure 2.11, most of the Moore House visitor groups stopped

there from the early to middle part of their visit.

Visitor groups to the Yorktown Battlefield Drive tended to go there earlier

than later in their visit (Figure 2.12).  Figure 2.13 shows visitor groups to the

Jamestown Loop Drive chose to go there mid-visit.  Figure 2.14 shows visitor

groups to the Jamestown Visitor Center stopped there more toward the early part

of their visit.  Visitors to the Jamestown Historic Townsite stopped there in the early

to middle part of their visit (Figure 2.15).  Figure 2.16 shows visitor groups to the

Jamestown Glasshouse commonly made it an early stop.
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E. Visitor locations (continued)
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

York Town Visitor Center
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

Yorktown Battlefield Drive
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E. Visitor locations (continued)

Jamestown Visitor Center
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H. Special question 4: Difficulty locating Colonial

The survey asked Fall visitor groups if it was difficult to locate Colonial.  Three

percent said that it was difficult to find the park.  The suggestions given for improving

the park location process were similar to those mentioned by Summer visitor

groups.
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SIGNIFICANT SEASONAL VARIATIONS

This section compares the two seasons' results to highlight where significant

seasonal variation existed. This comparison is not done by statistical means, rather

by a visual inspection of the graphic results.

Visitor characteristics

Visitor group sizes differed between seasons in that there was a higher

proportion of Fall visitor groups consisting of two people.  In contrast, there was a

higher proportion of Summer visitor groups consisting of four to five people.

Visitor ages varied between the seasons as well, with a significantly high

proportion of Fall visitors being at least 56 years old.  Summer visitors had higher

proportions of children from 1-15 years of age and of adults aged 36-45 years.

A slight variation as to the number of visits made by visitors to the park was

noticed between seasons.  Summer visitors had a slightly higher proportion of

visitors visiting for the first time, whereas Fall visitors had a slightly higher proportion

of visitors visiting for their second to fourth time.

Visitor use of time

Little difference existed as to the time of arrival at the park between seasons,

the only variation being that Fall visitor groups commonly tended to arrive earlier in

the afternoon than did Summer visitor groups.
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Significant seasonal variations (continued)

Visitor activities

Most differences in activity participation between the seasons were slight.

The exception was that Summer visitor groups had a much higher proportion who

participated in a ranger-led program.  Proportionately, participation by Summer

visitor groups in picnicking was slightly higher. Slightly higher proportions of Fall

visitor groups participated in both viewing films/audio-visual programs and going on

self-guided walks.

Visitor locations

Differences in the total visitation to sites by visitor groups were evident.   The

proportions of first stops made by visitor groups did not vary much between

seasons.  Sites where the total visitation proportions varied the most included York

Town, the Jamestown Visitor Center, Jamestown Glasshouse and the Jamestown

Historic Townsite.

Special questions

Slight differences existed regarding the level of visitor group association with

the four most commonly mentioned U.S. Armed Forces stations in the southeast

Virginia region.

Visitor groups visited several other attractions in the Williamsburg area during

both seasons.  A higher proportion of Summer visitor groups visited Busch

Gardens, Virginia Beach and other less mentioned attractions.  A higher proportions

of Fall visitor groups visited the Williamsburg Pottery Factory and the Yorktown

Victory Center.

Table 3.1 summarizes these differences.
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SUMMARIES OF VISITOR COMMENTS - Introduction

Volume 2 of this report contains unedited comments made by both Summer

and Fall visitor groups.  A summary of the comments made by Summer and Fall

visitor groups appears below, and is also included within Volume 2.  Some

comments offer specific suggestions regarding what visitors like or dislike, while

others contain general impressions.  A wide variety of topics are discussed, including

historical features, facilities, interpretation services, personnel, and maintenance.
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MENU FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS

This report contains only some of the information that can be provided by the

results of this study.  By combining characteristics such as visitor ages, site visited,

group size, and so forth, many further analyses can be made.  Park personnel may

wish to see other tables, graphs, and maps in order to learn more about visitors.

This menu is provided so that the requests for further analyses can be done easily.

Two kinds of analyses are available:

1)   Two-way comparisons compare two characteristics at a time.  For example, if
knowledge is desired about which activities a particular age group engaged
in, a comparison of activity by age group could be requested; if knowledge
about which expenditure varied the most between group types was
required, a comparison of expenditures by group type could be requested.

2)   Three-way comparisons compare a two-way comparison to a third
characteristic.  For example, if knowledge was desired about the
different activities of visitor group types to each site, a comparison of
(activity by group type) by site visited could be requested; if
knowledge about which age groups were participating in an activity at
a particular site was required, a comparison of (age group by activity)
by site visited could be requested.

In the first section of the sample order form found on the page after next is a

complete list of the characteristics for which information was collected from the visitors

to your park.  Below this list is a series of blanks that are provided for specifying the

variables that are to be requested in two-way comparisons.  Simply select the two

variables of interest from the list and write their names in the spaces provided.

Please indicate the season of interest and use a separate form for each season

requested.  Blank order forms are provided for tearing out and completing, as shown

in the example.
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Menu for further analysis (continued)

To request a three-way comparison, the next section of the order form

provides blanks for specifying each of the three characteristics of interest.   For

example, if a comparison of activity by group type by age group is required, each

of these characteristics should be listed in the space provided on the order form.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Questionnaire
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Visitor Services Project
Analysis Order Form--Report 10 (Colonial)

Date of request:  ____/____/____

Person requesting analysis:                                     

Phone number (commercial):                                  

Use the variable list below to choose the characterisitics of

interest to be specified in the following requests for two-way and

three-way comparisons.

1. Group size   8. Length of stay

2. Group type   9. Activity

3. Age 10. Site visited

4. State residence 11. Armed forces associated

5. Number of visits 12. Other attractions

6. Entry time 13. Visit reason

7. Entry day 14. Difficulty locating park

1. Indicate the season of interest (please fill out a separate form

for each season requested):

Summer                              Fall                            

2. Additional two-way comparisons (please write in the

appropriate variable names from the above list):

Variable                      Variable
                               by                                
                               by                                
                               by                                
                               by                                
                               by                                
                               by                                
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Report 10: Order Form (continued)

3. Additional three-way comparisons (please describe,
    listing the three items of interest from the previous
    list):

Variable               Variable                Variable
                       by                       by                       
                       by                       by                       
                       by                       by                       

4. Special Instructions

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________
Mail to:

Cooperative Park Studies Unit
College of Forestry, Wildlife, and Range Sciences

University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho  83843


